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QUESTION 1

Which configuration can be used to reduce the number of BGP sessions in an IBGP network? 

A. Neighbor range 

B. Route reflector 

C. Next-hop-self 

D. Neighbor group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What events are recorded in the crashlogs of a FortiGate device? (Choose two.) 

A. A process crash. 

B. Configuration changes. 

C. Changes in the status of any of the FortiGuard licenses. 

D. System entering to and leaving from the proxy conserve mode. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the output of the `get router info bgp summary\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 

Which statement can explain why the state of the remote BGP peer 10.200.3.1 is Connect? 

A. The local peer is receiving the BGP keepalives from the remote peer but it has not received any BGP prefix yet. 

B. The TCP session for the BGP connection to 10.200.3.1 is down. 

C. The local peer has received the BGP prefixed from the remote peer. 
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D. The local peer is receiving the BGP keepalives from the remote peer but it has not received the OpenConfirm yet. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the partial output from the IKE real time debug shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 

Why didn\\'t the tunnel come up? 

A. IKE mode configuration is not enabled in the remote IPsec gateway. 
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B. The remote gateway\\'s Phase-2 configuration does not match the local gateway\\'s phase-2 configuration. 

C. The remote gateway\\'s Phase-1 configuration does not match the local gateway\\'s phase-1 configuration. 

D. One IPsec gateway is using main mode, while the other IPsec gateway is using aggressive mode. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements are true about FortiManager when it is deployed as a local FDS? (Choose two.) 

A. Caches available firmware updates for unmanaged devices. 

B. Can be configured as an update server, or a rating server, but not both. 

C. Supports rating requests from both managed and unmanaged devices. 

D. Provides VM license validation services. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

Examine the IPsec configuration shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 
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An administrator wants to monitor the VPN by enabling the IKE real time debug using these commands: diagnose vpn
ike log-filter src-addr4 10.0.10.1 

diagnose debug application ike -1 

diagnose debug enable 

The VPN is currently up, there is no traffic crossing the tunnel and DPD packets are being interchanged between both
IPsec gateways. However, the IKE real time debug does NOT show any output. Why isn\\'t there any output? 

A. The IKE real time shows the phases 1 and 2 negotiations only. It does not show any more output once the tunnel is
up. 
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B. The log-filter setting is set incorrectly. The VPN\\'s traffic does not match this filter. 

C. The IKE real time debug shows the phase 1 negotiation only. For information after that, the administrator must use
the IPsec real time debug instead: diagnose debug application ipsec -1. 

D. The IKE real time debug shows error messages only. If it does not provide any output, it indicates that the tunnel is
operating normally. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Examine the following partial output from a sniffer command; then answer the question below. 

What is the meaning of the packets dropped counter at the end of the sniffer? 

A. Number of packets that didn\\'t match the sniffer filter. 

B. Number of total packets dropped by the FortiGate. 

C. Number of packets that matched the sniffer filter and were dropped by the FortiGate. 

D. Number of packets that matched the sniffer filter but could not be captured by the sniffer. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

View the exhibit, which contains the output of diagnose sys session list, and then answer the question below. 
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If the HA ID for the primary unit is zero (0), which statement is correct regarding the output? 

A. This session is for HA heartbeat traffic. 

B. This session is synced with the slave unit. 

C. The inspection of this session has been offloaded to the slave unit. 

D. This session cannot be synced with the slave unit. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A FortiGate device has the following LDAP configuration: 
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The administrator executed the `dsquery\\' command in the Windows LDAp server 10.0.1.10, and got the 

following output: 

>dsquery user -samid administrator 

"CN=Administrator, CN=Users, DC=trainingAD, DC=training, DC=lab" 

Based on the output, what FortiGate LDAP setting is configured incorrectly? 

A. cnid. 

B. username. 

C. password. 

D. dn. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator wants to capture ESP traffic between two FortiGates using the built-in sniffer. If the administrator
knows that there is no NAT device located between both FortiGates, what command should the administrator execute? 

A. diagnose sniffer packet any `udp port 500\\' 

B. diagnose sniffer packet any `udp port 4500\\' 

C. diagnose sniffer packet any `esp\\' 

D. diagnose sniffer packet any `udp port 500 or udp port 4500\\' 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Examine the output of the \\'diagnose debug rating\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below. 

Which statement are true regarding the output in the exhibit? (Choose two.) 

A. There are three FortiGuard servers that are not responding to the queries sent by the FortiGate. 

B. The TZ value represents the delta between each FortiGuard server\\'s time zone and the FortiGate\\'s time zone. 

C. FortiGate will send the FortiGuard queries to the server with highest weight. 

D. A server\\'s round trip delay (RTT) is not used to calculate its weight. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator has enabled HA session synchronization in a HA cluster with two members. Which flag is added to a
primary unit\\'s session to indicate that it has been synchronized to the secondary unit? 

A. redir. 

B. dirty. 

C. synced 

D. nds. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 13

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a real-time debug, and then answer the question below. 

Which of the following statements is true regarding this output? (Choose two.) 

A. This web request was inspected using the root web filter profile. 

B. FortiGate found the requested URL in its local cache. 

C. The requested URL belongs to category ID 52. 

D. The web request was allowed by FortiGate. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a web diagnose command, and then answer the question below. 
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Which one of the following statements explains why the cache statistics are all zeros? 

A. The administrator has reallocated the cache memory to a separate process. 

B. There are no users making web requests. 

C. The FortiGuard web filter cache is disabled in the FortiGate\\'s configuration. 

D. FortiGate is using a flow-based web filter and the cache applies only to proxy-based inspection. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Examine the output from the \\'diagnose debug authd fsso list\\' command; then answer the question below. 

# diagnose debug authd fsso list --FSSO logons-IP: 192.168.3.1 User: STUDENT Groups: TRAININGAD/USERS
Workstation: INTERNAL2. TRAINING. LAB The IP address 192.168.3.1 is NOT the one used by the workstation
INTERNAL2. TRAINING. LAB. 

What should the administrator check? 

A. The IP address recorded in the logon event for the user STUDENT. 

B. The DNS name resolution for the workstation name INTERNAL2. TRAINING. LAB. 
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C. The source IP address of the traffic arriving to the FortiGate from the workstation INTERNAL2. TRAINING. LAB. 

D. The reserve DNS lookup forthe IP address 192.168.3.1. 

Correct Answer: C 
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